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Zamp RV Solar Kit 100 Watt Deluxe lnstallation in a 2016 Winnebago
View 24G

Dicor Roof Sealant 501LSW for lnstalling RV Solar Kits

The Zamp RV Solar Kit 100 Watt comes complete with everything you need including cables
from the 3 Port Solar Panel connector to the Solar Charger & Cables for connection from the
Solar Charger to the Battery cpnnection points. My Wnnebago Mew came prewired for the
Zamp Kit (it's the kit the factory uses) so the #8 cables were already installed (Winnebago says
they build allwire hamesses the same to accefi allfactory coach ofiions); however, while I did
not need to use the long cables, I did need to use the circuit breaker and short cable attached to
it to cornplete the wiring under the passengers seat.

lntroduction: I purchased my 2016 Winnebago Mew Mo the Solar Panel option. lt was a unit
on the lot with most of the options except the Solar Panel. I had previously owned a 2:A0/'
\A/innebago Vectra that had a 10W Solar Panel; it kept my coach bafteries charged wtren the
unit was stored and with a smallWinnebago Brick module add-on, it also kept the chassis
batteries charged. With the Solar Panels, the batteries never discharged and sulfated; lwould
get 6-7 years of battery life out of both the Coach and Chassis batteries. Remember, the Solar
Panel only needs to charge the batteries enoqgh to make up forthe parasitic loads on the
batteries and the normal 1oo/o lmonth decay rate of charge loss. A 10W Solar Panel puts out
less than 1 Amp at 12VDC, but that's sufficient to keep the batteries charged.

The Zamp Solar Panel, with only one panel mounted on the roof is capable of 5.6A at 12VDC+;
that's more than sufficient to charge batteries when the RV is stored; but, it is also more than
sufficient that during daytime use, other power consuming items like fans, lighting etc. won't
discharge the Coach Batteries. The Zamp System also has a 3 Port Solar Panel connector
located on the roof that permits the addition of 2 dditional Solar Panels (space permitting) that
could bring the Solar charging capacity up to about 17A; about a 1.5A 110VAC load on the DC

-AC Converter.
Finally; I pioneered this upgrade and l'm 76 years old, so I move slower and had to discover a
few things along the way and talked to the Winnebago support people a number of times to try
and make this as simple as possible installation. lt took me about 8 hours to do this job because
I work slower; however, it should be able to be done in 4 hours or so.

Disclaimer: lf you use these instructions to modify your RV in any way, you assume
responsibility for any and all the results, directly or indirectly, all liability for damages or harm are
yours! Any Tools/materials listed are suggestions, you are responsible for the tools you use and
how you use them.

Places We're going to be working in the RV: There are 3 places where allthe work activity is
going to take place in the Mew:

1. The cabinet over the refrigerator
Removal & Modification of the left panel for the addition of the Solar Charger
Wiring to the Solar Charger
Cleaning up of some of the wiring mess on the left side
Removalof the right panel

fi
:ILt

a.
b.
c.
d.
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e. Locating the 3 Port Solar Panel on the roof
f . Cleaning up of some of the wiring mess on the right side
g. Putting everything back together again

2- Under the Passengers seat in the cab
a. Removing the passenger seat
b. Locating the Solar Charger Black wire cable
c. Adding the autoresetting circuit breaker
d. Wiring everything together
e. PuttirE it back together

3. On the roof
a. Boring the whole thru the roof forthe Solar PanelWres
b. Locating & mounting the 3 port Solar Connector
c. Preparing the Solar Panel
d. Locating the Solar Panel& mounting it.
e. Finally plugging the Solar Panel into the 3 Port Solar Connector.

4. What's Next: Charging the Chassis battery from the Zamg 100W Solar Panel.

Lefs get started:
1. Make sure the Coach battery switch is turned OFF, we don't want to short circuit

anything while we're working on it, and make sure there's no Shore power plug into the
Coach for the same reason.

2. The cabinet over the refrigerator
a. Remove the top hinged door on the cabinet; it's difficult to get the panels out w/o

doing so. There are 8 screws holding the hinge to the cabinet. lt may be helpful
it a Znd person can hold the door while you unscrew the hinges.

i. Tools: Phillips Screw driver & a container for all the screws to be removed
3. Cabinet Left Side:

a. Remove the 4 screrrs that hold the water and battery information panel. You will
have to pull it out a little and rotate the instrument to push it back thru the hole
after the whole wood panel is removed.

i. Tools: Phillips Screw driver
b. Remove the 4 screws That secure the left panelto the cabinet and pull it free of

the cabinet.
i. Tools: Phillips Screw driver

c. Rotate the instrument in the panel hole and push it back into the cabinet; the
panel should be free and, in your hands, now.

d. Making the 5" x 4" whole for the Solar Charger:
i. I covered the lower hatf of the panel, where I was making the hole, with a

low stick, white tape to draw out the hole opening (the panelfacing is
some vinyl type of covering). I left about Yz" or so of the panel exposed
between the two instruments for appearance.

1. Tools: Small T square for panel layout
2. Note: There is a h(;h lip along the bottom edge of the cabinet and

if you locate the 5" x 4" hole too low, the Solar Charger will be
below that lip.

ii. Cutting the hole: I used a wood boring bit to drill about a W hole in each
@rner of the 5" x 4" hole outline on the tape. Then I used a Jig Saw to cut
between the holes I had drilled. Finally, I used some sand paper on a
wood block to clean up the edges of the hole (the particle board panel
can be a little rough afler cutting it)-

1. Tools: Drill & /o" wood bit, small saw of your choice, sandpaper
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iii.

IV.

Fit the Solar Charger into the hole you've just made in the panel to be
sure it fits OK. Trim hole if necessary.
Mark the locations for the scrern s that hold the Solar Charger to the panel,
remove the Solar Charger and drill small pilot screw holes thru the panel.

1. Note: 2, long screws are supplied in a small plastic bag to secure
the Solar Charger, I broke both, plus they are so trong that they
would protrude through the wood and possibly cause a short
circuit in the wiring if the wiring chaffed against them. I

conveniently had 2 Black screws ffi lthinkl about 112 " long that I

used. I had to drill the Solar Charger holes slightly larger for them;
make sure the screw heads ft in the groove on the sides of the
charger before using them.

2. Tools. 2#6 xYr" Black Screws (they could be #8's?)
Put the Solar Charger in the panel and installthe screws to be sure
everything fits conectly. When done, rernove the Solar Gharger.
Left Compartment wiring

1. Find the #8 wires for the Solar Charger; there should be a Black &
Green pairwith a Gold bands around them (those go to the coach
battery connections), pullthem fonryard out of the compartment.

2. Look for another pair of Green (w small white wire) & Black (w
small Yellow wire) #8 cables; pull them fonrvard out of the
compartment (they will go to the 3 Port Solar Connector).

3. Take a look around at the wiring in the compartment on the left
side. lf electricaltape was used to bundle the wiring, much of it
may be gone leaving a sticky mess behind (that can be cleaned
with Mineral Spirits). I pulled 5-6' of cable for the antenna out and
bundled it up using cable ties and stuffed it back into the rear of
the cabinet out of the way. Look around at some of the other cable
bundles and do the same, bundling them back together using
cable ties.

4. When you think you're done, it's time to put that compartment
back together.

a. Hold the panelyou made the hole in back up in front of the
compartment.
Pull allthe #8 wires thru the bottom hole you made.
Rotate the instrument that used to be in the top of the
panel and push it back thru from the back side of the
panel.
Screw the 2 hole panel back in place on the cabinet (4
screws).
Screw the upper instrument back in place (4 screws).
Look at Winnebago drawing # 189793 page 6, left side FB
detailfor connecting the #8 wires to the back of the Solar
Charger.

v.

vt.

b.
c.

d.

e.
f.

5.
6.

g. Secure the Solar Charger to it's panel with 2 screws.
You're done with that side of the Cabinet!
Tools: 6-6" Cable Ties, Phitlips screw driver, cutter to trim cable tie
ends.
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4- Cabinet Right Side
Remove the 4 screws that hold the right side panel onto the cabinet.
Move the panel to the center area of the cabinet
Look forthe #8 Black & Green wires that will go up thru the roof to the 3 Port
Solar Panel connector. Pull them fonvard for the time being.
Look around at the wiring and use some cable ties to bundle them back together.
I found a long grey cable that I could fold up nicely to clean up the mess.
Once eveffiing is tidy, look up at the top left side of the compartment and you
should see a hole in the foam; you can actually put a finger up there and feelthe
bottom of the sheathing under the Fiberglass roof. There are a couple wires in
that hole also, make sure they are out of the way. Using a drillwith a long %" drill
bit or so, try to center the bit on the bottom side of the roof in the foam hole and
drill a hole thru the roof. This will lrclp us locate the 3 port Solar Panel connector
on the roof.
Get your ladder and plae it on the out side of the RV wall about where the right
compartment of the cabinet is located. Bring a drillw a hole boring tool (1" or so)
up and find the hole you made thru the roof. You should be able to bore a hole
thru the roof using the previous hole you drilled ftom inside the RV.
Go Back inside the RV and push the 2 #8 Black & Green cables up thru the hole.
For now, you can leave that right compartment in the Cabinet open in case you
need to get back in there again.
Move yourself to the roof area to installthe 3 port Solar Panel connector. After
that's installed, you can close up the R(;ht side compartment and install the
cabinet door later.

j. Tools: Phillips screw driver, 6-8" cable ties, electric drill, Tt" long drill bit, 1" hole
saw

5. lnstalling the 3 Port Solar Panel Connector
a. Locating the 3 Port Solar Panel Connector; The first thing I did was to attach the

Black & Green #8 cables to the 3 Port Solar Pane! Connector as shown in
Winnebago drawing 189793 page 6 Detail FD. The Black wire is the "HOT" lead,
Green wire is ground-
Once the wires are tightened, I gently bent them about 90 degrees so that the
wires would be facing perpendicular to the mounting face of the 3 Port Solar
Panel Connector- I slowly lowered the assembly down over the hole in the roof
until the 3 Port Solar Panel Connector was seated on the roof comfortably (all
edges in contact with the roof. I squared it up with edge of the roof line and took
a Sharpie blacj< marker and drew a line around the 3 Port Solar Panel Connector
to show me where it would be mounted when I lifted the assembly back up. I

also used the Sharpie to mark where lwould drill a pilot hole for each of the
mounting screws.

i. Tools: Sharpie marker
Mounting the 3 Port Solar PanelConnector;

i. Drill some small pilot holes at the places you marked with the Sharpie
pen. I used #10 x3/i sett tapping screws w Hex heads to mount allthe
roof equipment, but #10 x Tr" Pan Head sheet metal screws would
probably be appropriate also. Stainless screurs would be desirable
although, they will be covered with sealant once installed.

ii. Squeeze some sealant inside the outline of the 3 Port Solar Panel
Connector you made, be a little generous in doing so, try to leave the

a-
b.
c.

d.

e_

f.

g.
h.

i.

b.
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outlines visible so you can see them wfien placing the 3 Port Solar Panel
Connector..

iii. Set the 3 Port Solar Panel Connector onto the sealant and inside the
outline markings and thread a screw into one of the @mer holes- Screw it
down and leave slightly loose.

iv. Go to the opposite comer and do the sarne.
v. lnstall the rest of the screws similarly.
vi. Everything looks good? T(;hten all the screws snugly, don't over tighten,

the roof is thin and you dont want to strip the screun holes.
vii- Put some more sealant all around the edges of the 3 Port Solar Panel

Connector and on top of the screws to prevent leaks thru the screur
heads.

viii. lf it looks a little messy, dean it up so it looks decent.
ix. You're done with that, you can close up the cablnet inside the RV and

attach the door if you like.
x. Tools: #10 sheet metal screw pilot hole drill, #10 Screws, Sealant, toolfor

mounting screws.

6. lnstalling the Solar Panel (there are no instructions with the Kit on this):
a. lf you havent unpacked the Solar Panel, it's tirne to do so.
b. Also, you should have seen a bag of Aluminum parts with 4 Nuts & lock washers

in your kit. Each Solar Panel support consists of two parts, a roof mount that gets
screwed to the roof and an L shaped part that hohs the Solar Panelto the roof
mount.

i. The roof mounting bracket with two prongs that stick up and fit into a track
along the bottom on the Solar Paneledge.

ii. An uL" shaped part that grips the top edge of the Solar Panel and has a
foot that slips over the stud on roof mount bracket that is held captive with
the nut & washer suppled.

c. Since there are no instnrctions on wtrere to locate these brackets, I picked ttre
plaes on the Solar Panelwhere the 1s strip across the panel is located. I loosely
assembled each bracket at these points.

d. Next I made a shield for the Solar Panel out of the card board box it was shipped
in to cover the entire face of the Solar Panel; I secured it to the Solar Panel with
Duct Tape. The panelwill start making electricity as soon as it hits the sunlight.

e. lt's time to put the Solar Panel up on the RV roof and locate it where you want it.
Winnebago drawing 189793 page 6 shonvs the panel located on the rear of ttre
roof on the passenger side of the RV. That's where I put mine-

f. I located the panel in from the edge of the roof several inches to get it away from
the curved edge so the mountirE feet would be on the flatter part of the roof-
Actually, if you loosen up the nut on the mounting feet, you can adjust the upper
hatf of the mount so that the mountirg feet will lay pretty flat on the roof-

g. Once you happy with that and have the Solar Panelwhere you think you want it,
take the Sharpie pen and trace around each mounting foot and locate the two
holes in each foot so you'll be able to drill a small pilot hole in the rodforthe
mounting screws.

h. Move the Solar Panel out of the way, drill the pilot holes for the #10 mounting
screws you bought somewhere.

i. Take the sealant and squeeze sorne inside each mounting footprint.
j- Set the Solar Panel on top of the sealant so that you can see the mounting foot is

in the right place.
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k. lnstallthe screws in one mounting foot loosely, go to the opposite comet and do
the same. Then install the rest of the screws and bring them all up snuggly (don't
want to strip the screw holes in the roof-

l- Now apply sealant around altthe mounting feet and on top of the screws.
m. We're done mounting the Solar Panel: don't plug it in yet, leave the cardboard

@ver on the panel. lt's time to move to the passenger seat.
n. Tools: Sharpie, #10 sheet metal screw pilot hole drill, #10 Screws, Sealant, tool

for mounting screws, wrench/socket for Solar Panel nuts, large cardboard panel,
duct tap

7. Passenger seat Chassis Elec*rical Box Assembly:
a. The 1s thing to do is remove the seat for access; that will requires at least a318"

drive ratchet and 7/16" deep socket to remove the 4 corner bolts that hold the
seat in place. To get at the botts you may have to release the seat so that it
pivots a little. Once removed, just set it in the coach out of the way.

b. Remove the foam plastic cover overthe Chassis Electrical Box; be careful what
you do in here, both the Coach and Chassis battery live feeds are in here.
Shorting either one of these to ground would be bad!

c- Look overtowards the drivers side of the box and you should see the Black #8
wire that comes down from the Solar Charger panel. lf the end is taped up,
remove the tape and keep the wire clear of anything else around there.

d. Look at the Wnnebago drawing # 187479 Page 3 lower section that shows the
two solenoids- You wil! notice that in the center between them there is a self
resetting circuit breaker for the Solar Panel installation (it was not installed in my
coach). The Solar Panel kit includes one of those installed on one of the cables.
The Breaker has a Red cap on it which if opened reveals 2 studs. One of the
cables connected is short, 6-8" or so, leave that one installed and remove the
other.

e. You now have 2 c*roices:
i. lnstallthe breaker onto the panel as shown in the diagram
ii. Let it float around in the box with the Red cover over the studs (not sure I

like that);
iii. Safety Note: the easiest and maybe the safest way to connect the #8 wire

to the disconnect solenoid is with a 2nd nut that fits the stud; it prevents
removing the existing nut on the stud and having a HOT battery wire
getting away from you and shorting out to something else in the box.

f. lf you're going to secure the circuit breaker to the panel (two holes are already
drilled into the panelthat rnatched upwith my breaker holes) you'll need to
loosen the cable attached and rotate it 9O degrees or take it off to have access to
put a screw thru that end of the breaker.

g. Mount the breakerto the panel between the 2 solenoids using Phillip Pan head
sheet metal screws; you'll have to try the screws you want to use to see if they
are the right size. I Llsed a long scren, driver to keep my hand out of the wire
mess near the breaker.

h. Once you have the breaker mounted, connect the Black #8 wire to one end of the
breaker (l don't know if the breaker cares $ftich wire is on either end). You need
to be careful here that what ever tool you're using doesn't come in contact with
any power connections.

i. The short #8 Red wire you have left over needs to connect from the left side of
the solenoid on the right in the drawing to the breaker stud. I connected it to the
breaker stud 1s (there's no power there yet) and I had the nut to secure the
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cable. You need to be careful here that what ever tool you're using doesn't come
in contact with any power connections.

j. To connect the other end of the #8 Red wire to the right solenokJ I found a nut
that ftt that stud. Then I slip the Red #8 wire on the left side solenoid (no sparks,
we're good) stud and put the 2nd nut on the stud to secure it. You need to be
careful here that what ever tool you're using doesn't come in contact with any
power connections.

k. Electrically, the system is all connected except for the Solar panel. At this point if
the Solar Panel is plugged into the 4 Port Solar Connector and the cover on the
Solar Panel is removed, the Solar Panel should be alive if the sun is shining on it.

l- lf you have completed the previous step, the Solar charger should be lit up and
trying to charge an AGM battery; you will need to change that if you have regular
wet cell batteries, the operating instructions for the Solar Charger tell you how to
change that.

m. Tools: 3/8 ratchet w 7116" deep well socket, 2 sheet metal screws to secure the
circuit breaker to the solenoid panel, long Phillips screw driver, deep nut driver or
socket to tighten nuts on circuit breaker

8. Finally, if everything appears to be working, it's time to close things up:
a- The Chassis Electrical Box: You took it apart, so you should know how it goes

back together. The foam shield goes on first, then position the seat and fasten it
down (try not to cross thread the bolts, it's easy to do); you'll need that 3/8'
ratchet and 7116" deep socket again. That's it for that.

b. lf you haven't closed up the interior cabinet, it's ready to be closed up, don't
pinch any wires when putting things back in place. One of the pieces of wood
that the panel screurs went into had split in my coach; I repaired it using 30
minute Epoxy and a big spring clamp, allow a few hours for that to setup and
then drill a pilot hole forthe screw. You may need that 2d hand to installthe
Compartment door; one screw in each hinge was enough to hold the door in
place while I installed the remaining 6 screvra.

c. The only thing left to do on the roof is to secure the excess wire from the Solar
Panelto the 3 Position Solar Connector. The bulk of it can be tucked under the
Solar Panel and the short section to the 3 Port connector can have a bead of
sealant place over it so that it won't get loose and pull out of the connector panel.

L Next: lf you want to keep the Chassis batteries charged, this Solar Panel can do that
also: there are a couple ways to do that (my next projec*).

a. \Mnnebago has a small brick charger that got its power from the coach batteries
and charged the chassis batteries. I had one on my Vectra for years, it worked
well. lt was abotrt $50 in 2006, I don't know if it's still available.

b. There's a Battery isolation Manager (BlM) from Precision Circuits lnc for about
$160 that replaces the Coach to Chassis connection solenold (the one on the left
on drawing 187479) that will allow 160 to 220 Amps to flow either way thru it
depending on the model. Winnebago is using this in some of its coaches. lf it
senses ctarging voltage on either side it will connect the opposite battery to the
charging source. This permits shore power or engine altemator power to charge
both sets of batteries at the same time-

c. There's a BDirectional lsolator Relay Delay unit (PN 00-00362-100) from
lntellitec for about $45 on the web, used by Winnebago also, that accomplishes
the same function as the BIM using the solenoids already in the Mew. Probably
most cost effective!
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The B TTERY !SE]LATIEN MANASER
( B I M) isolates the two battery systems, chassis, and
coach, in a motorhome. This prevents loads in one
system from discharging both. lt also connects the two
battery systems together during charging. Both batteries
are charged if either is being charged. The coach
battery is charged while driving and the chassis battery
is charged while plugged into Shore Power at a
campground.

Key Features:
1. 160amp &225amp continuous models available

2. Runs cooler using less power
a. Draws no current in ON or OFF state
b. Excellent for Solar Panel use

3. Microprocessor based
a. Monitors battery state over longer periods of time
b. Not simply voltage dependent

4. a. Approved for Battery Compartments
b. lgnition Proof, SAE J1171
c. Waterproof, IEC 60529, lP66 1P67, ASTM B 117 96 Hours Salt Spray

5. Charges
a. Coach Battery from Alternator
b. Chassis Battery from Coach Charger

6. lsolates Batteries to prevent discharging or overcharging of Batteries

7. Prevents
a. Equalization cycles from Damaging Chassis Battery
b. Annoying clicking of lsolator Relay
c. Overcharging of Coach Battery during long drives
d. Overcharging of Chassis Battery during long stays

8. Provides Emergency Start with Dash Switch. Optional power connection for existing
applications, and ground connection to allow Emergency Start of either battery.

9. Weighs under'1 pound

The e t rvt monitors the battery voltage of both the chassis and coach batteries over long
periods of time. lf it senses a charging voltage, it connects the two batteries together. lf the
charging system is drastically overburdened, the batteries will be isolated, however, if the
rl I M sees a long term charging of both batteries it will allow the batteries to remain connected
and allow the charging system to do its job. Once the batteries have charged for one hour, the
g I r.a will isolate the batteries to prevent overcharging, and will only reconnect the batteries
for charging if one of the batteries drops to approximately 80% charge, and the other is being
charged. This long term monitoring of the batteries prevents the annoying relay clicking that
exists in simpler isolation modules today. The s I M does not guarantee 100% battery charge,
but prevents harmful battery charge levels.
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The BanrERY ISELATIEN Ma.NnsER opens and connects the two 5/16" copper
terminals by means of a sliding contact. Each time El I M changes ON/OFF state, the
contact instantly switches. The B I M remains in the ON or OFF State, without coil power.

Port Number: 00-r 004r -200 00-r 0041-250
Reloy Contocts: 160 Amps Continuous 225 Amps Continuous

Specificotions:
Contocts: Wire Size Am Conflnuous Am lntermittent 30 secs

225A r 2004
200A I 2004

2to
1to
I r 60A 600A

I 30A 600A
4 r 00A 600A
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Moximum Dimensions: 3" wide 5-114' 2u

Cooch or Chossis Bottery:
lnput Terminols:

_qL_o r11g letrnflql
#10 Ring Terminol 

I

Three 3/]6" Holes

Environment:
IEC 60529, lP66lP67, ASTM B I l7 96 Hours Solt Sproy

Minimum Moximum

SAE JI I7I

CoilVolts DC 9.OVDC I2.OVDC ] 6.OVDC
0,25 sec mox i

Switch Life 50,000

Dash Switch Fuse

lgnitjon rlt

Coach
Battery

Sw to Bat

Chassis
Battery
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Bi-Directional lsolator Relay
Delay
Product Description

lntellitec's Bi-Directional lsolator Relay Delay offers a new
approach to charging batteries in an RV application- Unlike
prior systems that only allowed charging the RV battery
from the engine's altemator, the Bi-Directional lsolator Relay
Delay charges both batteries when either one is being
charged. When the coach is being driven, both batteries will
be charged from the engine's alternator. When the coach is
plugged into shore power, both bafteries will be charged from
the converter- lf neither battery is being charged, the
batteries are fully isolated. The controller also senses heavy
loads on either battery to prevent the wrong battery from
being inadvertently discharged.

The unit is housed in a plastic enclosure for mounting in
an engine compartment. lt operates in combination with a
conventional continuous duty solenoid to connect the two
batteries together under the proper conditions.

It operates by sensing the voltages on both batteries. When
either of these voltages exceeds 1 3.1 volts for approximately
2.5 minute, which happens ufien either battery is being
charged, the control will close the isolator solenoid,
connecting the two batteries together, charging them both-
(Normal charging voltages are from approximately 13.8 to
14.4 volts.)

After the solenoid has been closed, the system continues to
sense the voltage. lf the ignition switch is off and the battery
voltage drops below 12.6 volts for approximately 1 minute,
which might occur when the converter is heavily loaded,
the solenoid is opened to prevent the chassis battery from
being discharged by the coach loads. When the voltage goes
above 13.1 volts again for approximately 2.5 minutes, the
solenoid doses again.

lf the ignition switch is on, the control allows the voltage
drop below 12.0 volts for approximately 1 minute, b,efore the
solenoid is opened to insure the alternator's full output is
available for important chassis functions.

When the voltage goes above 13.'l volts again for
approximately 2.5 minutes, the solenoid will close.

Date datasheet created:
19tO4t2013

How it works

The Bi-Directional lsolator Relay Delay constantly senses the
voltage on the mach and ciassis batteries. lf either voltage
is above 13.1 volts, which indicates the batteries are being
charged, the control closes the isolator relay. This parallels
the batteries, charging them both. lf the ignition is off and the
voltage falls below 12.6 volts for approximately 1 minute, the
rday will open to prevent the macfr loads from disc*rarging
the chassis battery. When the voltage ges back above 13.1
volts for approximately 2.5 minutes, the relay will close again.

lf the ignition is on and the voltage falls below 12.0 volts for
approximately 't minute , the relay will open to prevent the
coach loads form discfiarging the chassis battery. When the
voltage goes back above 13.1 volts, for approximately 2.5
minutes, the relay will dose again- r'dbwing the bateries
to stay connected together to a lower voltage helps charge
a heavily discharged coach more quickly with the varying
ouput of the altemator.
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Bi-Directional lsolator Relay
Delay
Specifications:

Part Number: 0G.00362-1 00

Output Gurrent: 1 Amp maximum

Standby Gurrent Less than 2 milliamps

Ambient Temperature Range: -40 C to +85 C

Normal lnput Voltage Range: 1 0 to 18 volts

Short Term Over Voltage Protection to: +26 volts

Reverse Voftage Protection to: -300 volts

positive Voltage Spike Protection to: +150 votts

Operating Environment: Out of direct weather

Date datasheet created:
1gt$4/2Afi

I em"^ul'

For further inforrnation on this product,
please contact lntellitec,

Wttntettitec www.intellitec.com



Ars 50rBP
The ATS 501 is desiglred to automatically switch the
on board 120 or 2tl0 volt appliances to gdterator
power rften the generator is activated. 3.75" H x
8.7"Wx 11.05'D.6lbs.

167050{1{m Sryitch-Automatic Transfer, Parallax
ATS 5O1BP

Module Chaqge Control
(Bird Relay)

Module charge control charges both batteries wtren
either one is being charged. When the cmch is being
driven, both batteries will be cha4ed from the
engines alternator. When the coach is piuged into
shore poorer, both bafieries will be durged, the
batteries are fu$ isolated. The controller also
senses heary loads on eitha battery to prevent the
wrong battery from b€ing inadwrtently discharged.

130366-0r-000 Module Charge Control {Btrd Rrlay}

Automatic
Enerry
Select
Switch

Intellitec s
Automatic Energr
Select Snitdt
(AESS) is designed
to be uscd in RVs to share the power available fiom
a single circuit breakr between tcrs h4e ioads. The
AESS applies power to both appliances until the
prinary load is tumed on. It then removes power
from the secondary load to prevent the circuit
breaker from bejng overloaded. llrls function is
partimlar\'uscftn for sharing powrrbdqrem the
microwave ovsl and another "sheddable" or
postpone-able appliance, such as the waslrer/dryer,
or waier heater. Tlpicalty, this function has
performed with selector switches. forcing &e owner
to manual$ svitr*r bctffiE the t{6 aldianss.

136481-01-000 Automalic Energ/ Select Srpitch

ItagneTct 940-E
MagneTek's ferroresonant deck-mount
converter/charger was designed speciffcally for
quicker RV battery char$ng. The 900 series units
tealure a hig,h-iryact piastic hood; quieter. more
rrliable opo'ation: and lmrcr wnrertcr
temperatures. 40 amps. I-3I4W x7"Hxl3-3/4"D.
21 hs.

I 1 45 I I -0 I -000 Converter, 40 Amp w/Charger

MagneTek Control Center
The Parallax powr center concept - coinbining
power conversion, battery chargng, urd AC/DC
dGtributim. The dm DC outp.rt is ideal for
poweing todays elechonically controlled appliances
and acctssories. 7300 ssies Forer is free &om
'spikes" and 'surges,'regardless ofAC power source
stability. Smooth appliance operation and bright
ffirker-free lighting arc bmefits end u*rs
appreciate. 45 anps, I20 volts. I I -3/4"H x l4'W x
7'D.201b6.

083208-07-000 Control Center, 45 Amp-120V/t2V
w/o Breakers
{}83208-06-701 Corur€rter Only tlrrler Lrnitl

Module
15842541 {00 Module-Auto Genrrator Start

Remote
Panel

I 13685{5{00 Renote Panel-lnverteriCharger
#84-2056-03
I 13685{S{00 CaHe/Hrat Invericr rrlModular
Connectors-50'

Hu
Uini Circuit Breater

134127-01-000 Circuit Breaker, l0 Amp, Mini

Circuit Breaker
12281l-01-m0 Circuit Breaker-fl). 50. 50. 20

Ctrcuit
Breaker

Sin$e PoIe
0&120$.01400 15Amp
08320$0S000 20Amp
083209-04-@0 30 Amp

Circuit Breater Dual Pole
08320942400 tSl15Amp
083200-03-000 I 5/20 Amp
083209-07-000 20 / 20 /rnp
083U09{6-{m 30/ 15 &np
0f!:}208-1(}4m 20130Amp
08320S-I 1-000 20l15 Anp

MrnWe&?6o fu,ers / le g
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l{lIRE IS MARKED W ITI.I YELLOW TAPE.
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